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Abstract. This paper introduces a bandpass (BP) NGD
circuit design engineering. The developed circuit is designed and implemented using distributed microstrip technology and operates with outstanding dual-band bandpass
NGD performance added with low attenuation. The BP
NGD topology presents an innovative geometrical shape
represented by an OOO (triple O) structure composed of
multi-parameter parallel transmission lines (TLs) based
elements. The OOO type NGD circuit is mainly composed
of different physical length TLs and two identical coupled
lines (CLs). Then extensive parameter NGD analyses are
elaborated to investigate on the influences of each physical
size of OOO circuit on the NGD performances. Through
the difference of physical length of transmission line, the
delay can be adjusted. Through the results of simulation
and measurement, it can be seen that the center frequency
points are about 0.75 GHz and 1.46 GHz respectively, and
the time delay is about –1.83 ns and –2.6 ns respectively.
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1. Introduction
With the increase of design complexity, the delay effects due to microelectronic global delay (GD) [1] electrical interconnects [2], [3] become main phenomena limiting
the electronic circuit performances. In addition to the undesirable additional noise, the GD effects cannot be currently
neglected to electronic communication circuits [4], [5].
Nonetheless, some outstanding functions have been also
proposed with delay lines [6], [7] and all-pass time delay
circuits [8]. Behind this conventional delay function,
an unfamiliar concept of negative group delay (NGD) is
becoming a rising topic for RF and microwave research
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engineers by suggesting certain applications for the improvement of classical functions as the design of:
 efficiency and bandwidth enhanced feedforward
amplifiers [9–11],
 asymmetrical directional coupler with NGD circuits
[12],
 antenna design with NGD phase compensated serially
fed array [13–15],
 recovery of RF and microwave signal integrity with
NGD equalization technique [16], by reducing the delay of signal in transmission system and by avoiding
signal distortion caused by delay fluctuation,
 and realization of outstanding components as
non-Foster reactance with NGD circuits [15, 17, 18].
However, despite the progressive courage and efforts
made by certain research groups about the NGD investigation [19–32], so far, few RF and microwave engineers
understand familiarly and can develop NGD circuits for
their own devices. Therefore, further research works must
be performed to make the NGD circuit design to be basically familiar to non-specialists electronic, RF and microwave engineers. First, it seems that in difference with magnitude and phase, the meaning of GD is not always familiar
to most of engineers. It is to be noted that as reported in
[33], the GD parameter refers to the time delay generated
by the signal envelope when narrowband signals pass
through a linear time-invariant (LTI) transmission system.
Following this magistral definition, it is important to
emphasize that the NGD circuit enables to propagate peak
value of output signal envelope earlier than the input one
[19], [20]. Nevertheless, it was pointed out that the NGD
effect must present some limitations in LTI system [21].
Further researches have been put forward about the design
of higher performance as lower attenuation [22], microwave transversal filter approach design of NGD circuit [23],
finite unloaded quality factor [24], compact transmission
line self-matched NGD circuit [25] and simpler design
parallel interconnect line [26] based NGD topologies. To
alleviate the unfamiliarity of non-specialist design engi-
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neers, an innovative theory pointing out the similarity between the NGD and filter behaviors has been initiated in
[27]. Extremely simple concept of low-pass, high-pass and
bandpass NGD elementary functions was introduced. In the
area of RF and microwave engineering, the bandpass (BP)
NGD function as developed in [22–32] attracts considerably the attention of design and research engineers. In brief,
it is noteworthy that because of frequency limitation, it
would be interesting to find out more about the distributed
circuit design feasibility without use of lumped and active
components. This justifies why most of recent bandpass
NGD circuits have been proposed with distributed topologies [22–32].
To continue the research works on the bandpass NGD
RF and microwave circuit design, the design of low-loss
dual-band NGD circuit is presented in this work. Among
the most developed RF and microwave distributed topologies, it was found that the transmission-type coupled line
(CL) based structure is more and more developed [31], [32].
However, the complexity and theoretical approach of the
NGD circuit may be a major factor limiting its development. Therefore, further pedagogical study is necessary
about the design engineering knowledge of BP NGD circuits. For this reason, the main interests of the present paper are to study and to describe how to design and to realize an NGD analysis of transmission line (TL) and CL
based topology including different physical length elements.
With dual band BP NGD circuits proposed in [28–31], the
transmission attenuation is particularly severe, and affects
notably the NGD performances. In difference to the research work available in [28–31], the authors investigate
here on:
 a completely innovative distributed microstrip topology designed with “OOO” geometrical shapes,
 an extensive parametric analysis with respect to the
physical key parameters of OOO topology,
 and low-loss multiple possibility of NGD center frequency and NGD bandwidth (BW) controls.
The present paper is composed of four different sections. Section 2 describes the BP NGD OOO-topology
under study. The proof-of-concept (POC) design will be
introduced with the key physical parameters of the OOO
circuit. Section 3 is focused on the parametric analyses of
different physical variables and illustrates how the
dual-band NGD parameters are influenced. Section 4 is the
experimental validation of an OOO NGD prototype with
discussion between simulations and measurements. Then,
Section 5 is the final conclusion.

2. Description of the Bandpass NGD
Circuit with OOO-shaped Design
Geometry
Before the detailed description of the OOO circuit,
a brief definition of what was initiated BP NGD function will
be introduced in a simple way, in the following paragraph.
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2.1 Bandpass (BP) NGD Function Definition
Similar to classical RF and microwave function, the
NGD analysis depends on the S-parameter representation:
 S ( s ) S12 ( s ) 
S( s )   11

 S21 ( s ) S22 ( s ) 

(1)

which assumed to model a two-port circuit by taking the
Laplace variable s = jω and the angular frequency ω. The
associated reflection and transmission coefficient
magnitudes and phase are written as, respectively:

S11 (ω)  S11 ( jω) ,

(2)

S21 (ω)  S21 ( jω) .

(3)

The associated GD is given by:

GD(ω) 

φ(ω)
ω

(4)

with the phase known as:

φ(ω)  arg  S21 ( jω) .

(5)

Under the assumption of analytical definition (4), the NGD
analysis consists in exploring mathematically the existence
condition of inequality:
GD (ω)  0

(6)

and existence of root,  = root, of equations:
GD (ωroot )  0

(7)

in function of the NGD circuit parameters. From these
classical definitions, the unfamiliar BP NGD specifications
[27] are defined as follows:
 The NGD center frequency denoted, ωn, with the
equation:
GD (ωn )  GDmin  0

(8)

 Two NGD cut-off frequencies denoted, ω1,2, with the
equation:
 GD ( ω1,2 )  0

 ω1  ω2
(9)
 Two NGD bandwidth:
BWNGD  ω2  ω1

(10)

The ideal specifications of BP NGD function are illustrated
by Figs. 1. But in difference to the classical BP filter whose
bandwidth is defined by –3 dB of the magnitude, the BP
NGD circuit is defined by the GD < 0. Inside the NGD
bandwidth, 1   2, the GD indicated by Fig. 1(a) can
be supposed equal to constant:
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Fig. 2. Topology of the OOO NGD circuit under study.
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Fig. 1. (a) GD, (b) transmission and (c) reflection coefficients
of ideal BP NGD function.

GD (ω)  τn  0.

(11)

In addition to the GD response, the transmission and
reflection coefficients, represented in Fig. 1(b) and in
Fig. 1(c), respectively, must respect a certain performance
related to low-attenuation and good access matching
summarized by, respectively:
S21 (ω)  S21min ,

(12)

S11 (ω)  S11max (ω).

(13)

2.2 Topological Analysis of OOO Circuit
Diagram
To design a typical BP NGD circuit, an OOO-shape
structure was proposed. Figure 2 represents the topological
diagram of this distributed circuit with any lossy lumping
elements. It acts as a two-port network composed of different TLs and identical CLs. The two access ports are interconnected by parallel TLs. In Fig. 2, the left port ① and the
right port ② serve as the input and output terminals. The
circuit consists of two identical CLs and three different
TLs. The later described TLs are named TLk with
k = {1,2,3} characterized by its physical width w and its
physical length, dk. In the present study, they are implemented in order to operate with characteristic impedance,
R0 = 50 Ω.
Therefore, the width w is chosen to be matched to R0.
This width is kept to be identical for all the TLs and CLs
and determined based on the microstrip line theory [34],
[35]. The CLs are represented by the physical width w, the

physical space s, and the physical length d4. In the next
section of this study, the dual-band NGD aspect will be
analyzed by illustrating the influence of physical
parameters (dk,w,s) on:
GDn1  function( d k , w, s )

ωn1  function( d k , w, s )

 BWNGD1  function( d k , w, s )

(14)

GDn2  function( d k , w, s )

ωn2  function( d k , w, s )

 BWNGD2  function( d k , w, s )

(15)

2.3 Description of Proof-of-Concept (POC)
Microstrip Circuit Design
To realize the OOO-topology introduced in Fig. 1, the
implementation in microstrip technology is considered by
fixing as targeted NGD specifications:
 Dual-band NGD center frequencies
fn1 = 0.75 GHz and fn2 = 1.5 GHz,

around

 GD value of about GDn = –2 ns,
 Transmission coefficient better than S21min = –4 dB,
 And reflection coefficient better than S21max = –10 dB.
The reasons for choosing the two frequency bands of
0.75 GHz and 1.5 GHz are described as follows:
 The frequency bands are widely used in broadcast.
 The two frequencies are in harmonic relationship.
In fact, the proposed NGD topology operates with
fm = m·f1 (with for example m = 2 or 3 or 4) by choosing f1
as the fundamental NGD center frequency. The NGD values, NGD frequencies and frequency ratio, f2/f1, are sensitive and limited by:
 the substrate dispersions which are defined by the
manufacturers,
 and the fabrication accuracies of the TL physical sizes
and spaces.
The OOO circuit was realized on an FR4 substrate
with relative dielectric constant of 4.4, loss tangent of 0.02,
and thickness of 1.6 mm. The substrate is metallized by
copper with a thickness of 35 μm. Knowing these characteristics, the physical parameters of three different TLs and
two identical CLs were determined. The OOO circuit was
designed in order to be implemented with reduced size on
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ADS® commercial tool from Keysight Technologies®.
The simulations were performed from 0.6 GHz to 1.6 GHz
with 801 sampling frequencies.

3.1 Parameter Analysis with Respect to the
Physical Lengths, d1, d2, d3 and d4
(a)

The influence of dk has on the OOO NGD performance is investigated by simulating the S-parameter and
GD in function of each length separately.
3.1.1 Parameter Analysis versus d1

TL1
TL2
TL3

CL1
Tee
Access line

Physical
parameters
Width
Length
Width
Length
Width
Length
Partial length
Width
Length
Interspace
Width
Length
Width
Length

Name

Value (mm)

w
d1
w
d2
w
d3
l3
w
d4
s
w
l2
w
l1

3
30
3
30
3
40
5
3
5
1
3
7
3
5

Tab 1. Physical parameters of OOO NGD prototype shown in
Fig. 3.

a typically simple layout. Therefore, curved shape geometries were considered for certain TLs. The NGD dual-band
function was generating with the adjustment of physical
parameters (dk,w,s). As a result, the OOO circuit prototype
layout shown in Fig. 3(a) was designed and implemented.
The corresponding photograph is displayed in Fig. 3(b).
The realized OOO prototype physical parameter values are
shown in Tab. 1.

3. NGD Parametric Analyses with
Respect to the OOO-Circuit
Physical Variables
The present section is focused on the parametric analyses of the OOO circuit geometrical variable. The NGD
analyses will be performed in function of physical parameter lengths dk (k = {1,2,3,4}), width w, and space s of elementary TLs and CLs. The parametric analyses are based
on the S-parameters of the microstrip OOO circuit. During
the analysis, the PoC circuit was simulated in the schematic
environment of the RF and microwave circuit designer

As illustrated by the zoom plots of Fig. 5(a), (b), the
reflection coefficients, S11, are better than –10 dB in both
NGD bandwidths. Then, Fig. 5(c), (d) reveal that the transmission coefficients, S21, are better than –4 dB. It can be
seen in Fig. 5(e), (f), that the first NGD center frequency
point increases from 0.68 GHz to 0.73 GHz, and the second
one changes from 1.37 GHz to 1.46 GHz. It can be emphasized from this result that the both NGD center frequencies
vary inversely proportional to d1. More importantly, it can
be emphasized from this first parametric analysis that when
d1 increases, as shown in Fig. 5(e), (f), the GD value does
not change significantly but the NGD center frequencies
are decreasing.
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Fig. 3. OOO NGD prototype (a) layout and (b) photograph
(size: 82 mm × 35 mm).
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The first parametric analysis is performed with d1
varied from 31 mm to 35 mm. Accordingly, the results of
S-parameters, S11, S21 and GD are displayed in Fig. 4(a), (b)
and (c), respectively. As expected in Fig. 4(a), the OOO
circuit behaves as dual-band bandpass function for the
three cases of the varied physical lengths. Moreover,
Fig. 4(b) confirms that the circuit is well matched in the
NGD bandwidth.

0
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Fig. 4. (a) S11, (b) S21 and (c) GD versus d1.
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3.1.4 Parameter Analysis versus d4
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Fig. 5. (a) S11 of 0.75 GHz, (b) S11 of 1.46 GHz, (c) S21 of
0.75 GHz, (d) S21 of 1.46 GHz, (e) GD versus d1 of
0.75 GHz and (f) GD versus d1 of 1.46 GHz.
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Fig. 6. (a) S11 of 0.75GHz, (b) S11 of 1.46 GHz, (c) S21 of
0.75 GHz, (d) S21 of 1.46 GHz, (e) GD versus d2 of
0.75 GHz and (f) GD versus d2 of 1.46 GHz.
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3.1.3 Parameter Analysis versus d3

Figure 7 depicts the broadband plots of S11, S21 and
GD with respect to the parametric analysis of d3. In this
study, this length was varied from 39 mm to 43 mm. It is
noteworthy that the analysis results of the present case are
exactly opposite to that of previous case referring to Fig. 6.
Moreover, as stated in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b), the reflection
coefficients at the NGD center frequencies are changing
from –21.5 dB to –17 dB and from –16 dB to –12 dB, for
the first and second NGD bands, respectively. Moreover, as
displayed in Fig. 7(c) and Fig. 7(d), the transmission coeffi-

-20

(a)

-1

-5

3.1.2 Parameter Analysis versus d2

Figure 6 displays the parametric analysis results with
respect to physical length d2. In this case, this length was
changed from 29 mm to 33 mm. It can be noticed that the
OOO circuit conserves its dual-band bandpass NGD
behavior for all this range of d2. It can be understood from
Fig. 6(a) that the circuit is well matched in both NGD
bands. Then, the attenuation loss is kept lower than 4 dB as
shown in Fig. 6(c). It can be seen in Fig. 6(e), (f) that the
first NGD center frequency is about 0.74 GHz, and the
second one is at about 1.46 GHz. The NGD center
frequencies are not sensitive to the change of d2. As shown
in Fig. 6(a), (b), with the increase of d2, S11 becomes
smaller and varies from –17.4 dB to –25.4 dB and –13.6 dB
to –21 dB, respectively. As shown in Fig. 6(c) and
Fig. 6(d), the increase of d2 changes the transmission
coefficient from –2 dB to –1 dB and –3.8 dB to –2 dB for
the first and second NGD bands, respectively. Figure 6(e)
and Figure 6(f) state that the increase of d2 decreases
considerably the NGD absolute values and they vary from
–2.92 ns to –0.9 ns and –2.3 ns to –0.6 ns, respectively.

d2=31 mm
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Figure 8 shows that parameter analysis results with
respect to length d4 increased from 4 mm to 12 mm. It can be
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cients vary, respectively, from –1.5 dB to –2.5 dB and from
–2.9 dB to –4.6 dB. It can be understood in Fig. 7(e) and
Fig. 7(f) that the NGD values change from –1.8 ns to –4 ns
and from –1.5 ns to –3 ns. Compared to the parametric
analyses of d1 and d2, the NGD center frequencies are very
less sensitive to the change of d3.

S 21 (dB)
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Fig. 7. (a) S11 of 0.75 GHz, (b) S11 of 1.46 GHz, (c) S21 of
0.75 GHz, (d) S21 of 1.46 GHz, (e) GD versus d3 of
0.75 GHz and (f) GD versus d3 of 1.46 GHz.
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0.75 GHz, (d) S21 of 1.46 GHz, (e) GD versus d4 of
0.75 GHz and (f) GD versus d4 of 1.46 GHz.
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Fig. 10. (a) S11 of 0.75 GHz, (b) S11 of 1.46 GHz, (c) S21 of
0.75 GHz, (d) S21 of 1.46 GHz, (e) GD versus w of
0.75 GHz and (f) GD versus w of 1.46 GHz.

–3.4 dB to –2.7 dB. Then, the NGD values of Fig. 8(e) and
Fig. 8(f) are increasing from –2.3 ns to –1.95 ns and –2 ns
to –1.7 ns, respectively.
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3.2 Parameter Analysis with Respect to the
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Fig. 9. (a) S11 of 0.75 GHz, (b) S11 of 1.46 GHz, (c) S21 of
0.75 GHz, (d) S21 of 1.46 GHz, (e) GD versus s of
0.75 GHz and (f) GD versus s of 1.46 GHz.

seen that the increase of d4 decreases the NGD center frequencies significantly. It can be understood from Fig. 8(a)
that the OOO circuit remains well matched even d4 is swept
up. Figure 8(c) allows to underline that the two center frequency points are from 0.75 GHz to 0.62 GHz and from
1.54 GHz to 1.28 GHz. As shown in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b),
the reflection coefficients at the center frequencies shift
from –19 dB to –23 dB and from –14 dB to –19.6 dB, for
the first and second NGD bands, respectively. As shown in
Fig. 8(c) and Fig. 8(d), the transmission coefficients at the
center frequencies change from –1.75 dB to –1.48 dB and

Figure 9 presents the results of parameter analysis
with respect to the coupling line s varying from 0.8 mm to
2.4 mm. It can be noticed that the S-parameter results are
literally insensitive to the space change in the considered
range of value. The NGD center frequencies are localized
around 0.76 GHz and 1.49 GHz. As illustrated in Fig. 9(a)
and in Fig. 9(b), when s increases, S11 becomes smaller at
both NGD center frequencies. As shown in Fig. 9(c) and
Fig. 9(d), at the first and second NGD center frequencies,
the changes of S21 are not obvious. It can be emphasized
from Fig. 9(e) and Fig. 9(f), the NGD values around the
first and second NGD center frequencies are about –2.25 ns
and –2 ns, respectively.

3.3 Parameter Analysis with Respect to the
Physical Width w
Figure 10 shows the broadband plots of OOO circuit
results with respect to the change of width w of the entire
circuit from 2 mm to 3.6 mm. The circuit remains well
matched in the first NGD frequency band as illustrated by
Fig. 10(a). However, the circuit becomes unmatched and
S11 is less good than –10 dB in the second NGD band. As
shown in Fig. 10(a), when w = 2.8 mm, S11 varies from –20 dB
and –14 dB and when w = 2 mm, it changes from –25 dB and
–18 dB, respectively. As shown in Fig. 10(c) and
Fig. 10(d), S21 gradually increases with the increase of w.
At the first and second NGD center frequencies, S21 varies
from –2 dB to –1.5 dB and –3.8 dB to –3.1 dB, respec-
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tively. As can be seen in Fig. 10(c), the two NGD enter
frequencies are inversely proportional to the TL and CL
width variations in the considered range. As illustrated in
Fig. 10(e) and in Fig. 10(f), at the first and second NGD
center frequencies, the GD vary from –3 ns to –2 ns and
–2.4 ns to –1.6 ns, respectively. It can be emphasized from
Fig. 10(a) to Fig. 10(b), S11 confirms that the OOO-circuit
input impedance is matched very well at the NGD center
frequency. The difference between S11 is caused by the
following reasons:
 Substrate material characteristic dispersion.
Fig. 11. OOO NGD circuit experimental setup.

 Full wave simulation inaccuracies.
 Mismatch of the SMA connector to microstrip line.

For the practical validation of the OOO topology,
comparisons between simulated and measured results will
be discussed in the present section. The present S-parameter simulation was performed with ADS® and the measurement was done using the vector network analyzer (VNA).

4.1 Experimental Setup Description
Figure 11 shows a photograph of the experimental
setup of the OOO circuit prototype. The experimentation
was realized with a two-port VNA from Rohde &
Schwarz® ZNB20. This VNA operates in the frequency
band delimited between 100 kHz to 20 GHz. The measurement generates the touchstone S-parameters data.

4.2 Discussion on Simulated and
Experimented Dual-Band BP NGD
Results
Similar to the previous section, the present experimental results were generated in the frequency band delimited from 0.6 GHz to 1.6 GHz. Figure 12 presents the results of ADS simulation (“Simu.”) and measurement
(“Meas.”) in the overall frequency band. It can be seen that
the simulations and measurements are in very good agreement. As expected, the simulation and measurement confirm that the OOO prototype exhibits the dual-band BP
NGD behavior. The NGD dual-band center frequencies are
located around fn1 = 0.74 GHz and fn2 = 1.46 GHz, respectively. Table 2 summarizes the comparison between the
NGD parameters. It can be pointed out that the OOO circuit presents a good NGD performance.
For further understanding about the performance in
each NGD bandwidth, the zoom plots of S11, S21 and GD are
shown in Fig. 12. As shown in Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 12(b), the
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 And the fabrication technology inaccuracies on the
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Fig. 12. Comparison between simulated (Simu.) and measured
(Meas.): (a) S11 of 0.75 GHz, (b) S11 of 1.46 GHz,
(c) S21 of 0.75 GHz, (d) S21 of 1.46 GHz, (e) GD of
0.75 GHz and (f) GD of 1.46 GHz from the OOO
circuit shown in Fig. 3.
Validation
method
Simulation
Experiment

Center
frequency
(GHz)
0.76
1.5
0.74
1.46

S11
(dB)

S21
(dB)

BWNGD
(MHz)

GDn
(ns)

–20.8
–16.3
–23.3
–16.5

–1.56
–3.36
–1.43
–3.19

10
20
8
19

–1.83
–1.9
–1.83
–2.65

Tab. 2. NGD specifications of the tested and simulated OOO
circuit prototype.
Ref.
[28]
[29]
[30]
This
work

f (GHz)

GD (ns)

S21 (dB)

f1 = 2.14

–3

–34.2

S11 (dB)
–17

f2 = 3.5

–3.1

–34.9

–17

f1 = 3.5

–4.54

–47.4

-

f2 = 5.15

–4.2

–38.8

-

f1 = 0.667

–1.19

–18.2

–24.8

f2 = 1.377

–1.19

–18.2

–24.7

f1 = 0.74

–1.83

–1.43

–23.3

f2 = 1.46

–2.65

–3.19

–16.5

Tab. 3. BP NGD performance comparison.
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reflection coefficients are widely better than –10 dB in both
NGD bands. As reported by Fig. 12(c) and Fig. 12(d), the
transmission coefficient is better than –4 dB. Then, Figures 12(e) and 12(f) confirm that the NGD bandwidth in
the first band is about 10 MHz, and in the second band is
about 20 MHz. For both bands, the NGD values are very
close to –2 ns. Nevertheless, slight differences can be noticed between the simulations and measurements. The
slight deviations of NGD values and NGD center frequencies are mainly due to the circuit manufacturing errors, the
dispersions of substrate dielectric constant and loss tangent,
and also the accuracy of the auxiliary calculation method.
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